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Sierra Leone 
Recovery Center

12Stone is entering into a three-year partnership to provide financial support to a 
Recovery Center in Sierra Leone through World Hope International. We have a team 
visiting Sierra Leone in the Spring of 2022. $100K accelerates our investment and 
the completion of the Recovery Center.

Jambos 12Stone’s partnership with Jambos has resulted in explosive growth for Jambos to 
continue their ministry to provide comfort to kids in the foster system. Jambos is at 
a place of needing enhanced infrastructure to continue to meet this growth. A $25K 
investment helps accelerate needed warehouse and operations infrastructure.

Equip 12Stone and Equip are currently partnering in a program to train believers to share 
their faith within their circles of influence, often within the business community.  
A $100K investment this spring will accelerate this initiative.

The vision is going to cost us $225,000; 
the gap is $111,337.
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New Orleans Mission Trip

On June 4, a group of students and leaders from 12Stone Church left for the first mission trip since 
March of 2020. The group went to New Orleans where they worked in various capacities serving 
vulnerable communities and children. The highlight for most of the students was spending time with 
children who live in an orphanage there. God moved within the group and their experience was powerful 
and impactful on them and the people they served. Below is a quote from one of the student pastors on 
the trip.

“Our students saw that they are able to do what we did in New Orleans ANYWHERE — some have already 
been planning their own prayer walk around a park here in Georgia. It pushed them outside of their comfort 
zone spiritually and it enabled them to be bolder even outside of that context!”

— Alex Otto, Student Pastor, Sugarloaf Campus


